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New Product Previews
The latest launches and innovations are the very essence of TFWA World Exhibition.
There is, once again, a hugely impressive array of new products across all product
categories this year. A broad selection are highlighted here, with further new
product previews to follow in subsequent issues of The Daily.

Rare
Welsh
gold

Sunny
side
Silhouette has created a special
easy-to-wear, subtly light collection of
sunglasses – SUN 2013, which highlights
new full rim styles and an extension of
the aviator series.
Designer Angela Strecker describes
the Silhouette Melody as the melody of
water: “When the waves of the sea come
and go, when a river follows its course,
when a lake lies placidly in the sun –
from time to time you see a couple of
drops of water spray. That was the idea
behind the two free-flying water drops
decorating the temples.”
Silhouette designer Gerhard Fuchs
on the new Silhouette full frame
sunglasses: “Silhouette has expanded
its range with nylon variants and full
frame SPX shades proving that glasses
with frames can be very light, offering
maximum wearing comfort. The expressive full frame glasses lend the styleconscious wearer an extraordinarily
fashionable touch.”
Additionally, Adidas performance
eyewear introduces a brand new golfing
model promoted by Dustin Johnson,
while there are also new colourful novelties in the adidas originals collection.
Silhouette sunglasses give 100%
UV protection and filter up to 93%
of blue light.

Clogau Gold is launching its new Autumn and
Winter collections of Welsh gold jewellery. A
continued Royal focus in 2012, following this
summer’s Diamond Jubilee, has inspired
various Crown Jewels themed collections
such as Royal Lily and Royal Crown, created
in association with Historic Royal Palaces.
The Royal collections, as with all Clogau
jewellery, use the very same rare Welsh gold
as used by British Royalty for over 100 years.
Also new are silver and rose gold
additions to the signature Am Byth
(Welsh meaning ‘forever’) collection,
offering perfect gift ideas in time for the
key Christmas period.
As official sponsor of the Wales Polo
Team and Welsh Polo Association, the
Wales Polo collection will be introduced,
featuring equestrian inspired jewellery
and giftware.
The launch will be supplemented by new
campaign imagery as well as updated
in-store POS and product packaging, which
is being rolled out over a 12-month period.
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Innovative
travel pillow
Cloudz will be introducing a new travel
pillow at TFWA World Exhibition. The
patented 5-in-1 pillow has many innovative features, which are new to the travel
pillow market. The Cloudz 5-in-1 Pillow
is shape shifting, converting from a
super soft and comfortable ‘U’ shaped
neck pillow to a square shaped standard
pillow. It also features a built in iPad/
tablet holder, allowing users to secure
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their device to the pillow for easy lap
use while on the go or at home. In
addition, the pillow can be attached
to a chair for lumbar support, used
as a book pillow, and it attaches
to luggage for easy transport when
travelling. The pillow is available in many
colours and patterns.
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Anti
mosquito
polos
New exhibitor
MosquitNo polo shirts are said to be
ideal for outdoor activities, travelling,
holidays and sports. The trendy polo
shirts are made of biological cotton and
feature a special mosquito repellent. The
polo shirts protect against mosquitoes
for up to 50 washes; with every wash, the
repellent is re-booted.
Available in 12 fashionable colours, there
are a range of sizes for men, women
and children. Previously, the application
of insect repellent clothing was only
for professional organisations such as
the U.S. Army. MosquitNo developed a
repellent polo shirt with a comparable
technology against mosquitoes. This
technology is specially developed for
consumer use.
MosquitNo is well-known for its trendy
bracelets which repel mosquitoes. The
Trendy Citronella Bracelet is a smart
bracelet that keeps mosquitoes at a
remote distance. The silicone bracelet
absorbs the natural citronella oil and

Designer
eyewear
New exhibitor
Mondottica is exhibiting for the first time
at TFWA World Exhibition. It has been
chosen by a number of leading designer
brands to create and distribute their
eyewear under licence.
Julie Hawkins, Sales Manager,
commented: “We are delighted to be
exhibiting at TFWA World Exhibition
to launch our new season’s premium
collections into the travel retail market.
Cannes is an ideal platform to reach
high profile customers, build distribution
and give Mondottica the opportunity to
increase its exposure and recognition

evaporates it gradually. Mosquitoes
simply dislike citronella and stay
away, making the bracelet functional
and trendy. Additionally, each
customer contributes to charity
through the ‘MosquitNo Easy Giving’
concept for Unicef.

Green Village H56
within an ever growing industry.”
Brands include Christian Lacroix, with
an exquisite collection of sunglasses.
Meanwhile, the Hackett London Bespoke
Sunglass collection takes its inspiration
from traditional British dress and features
high quality nylon polarized lenses.
The Pepe Jeans Eyewear collection is
said to be filled with denim spirit. New
for 2013, Pepe Jeans London presents a
sunglasses collection filled with fresh,
contemporary designs offered in a
rainbow of colours.
Other brands on show at TFWA World
Exhibition include Anna Sui, Lulu
Guinness, Converse and Ted Baker.
Squintessential, the new line from Ted
Baker, is a collection of classic vintage
eyewear designed with a contemporary
twist. It is inspired by the timeless classical styles of the 1940s, 50s and 60s.

Red Village K30
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Fragrance
atomiser
Travalo, the award-winning fragrance
atomiser, will launch the new rollerball
Travalo Touch at TFWA World Exhibition.
The Touch is a 5ml refillable fragrance
wand with rollerball technology. Like
the earlier Classic Essential and Classic
Excel models, it features Travalo’s
patented repeat pump system, so
refilling is simple and mess-free. The
rollerball gives the added benefit of

discreet and targeted fragrance application. Travalo Touch is available in pink,
silver and black, with a recommended
price of €18.99.
Another new travel retail exclusive is
the Travalo Limited Edition Souvenir Gift
Pack, which includes a stylish genuine
leather case for the convenience of
carrying two of your favourite fragrances.
The case and packaging are adorned
with iconic London skyline scenes and
the Union Jack. The Travalo atomisers
complement the set in vibrant red and
blue shades. The gift pack is designed for
either self-purchase or gifting.

Yellow Village D37

Tic Tac innovations
Ferrero is unveiling a new Tic Tac portfolio
designed specifically for travel retail. Four
innovative formats are being launched.
The big flip-top Tic Tac 234g promises to
be eye-catching on the shelf. It contains
60 cute Tic Tac mini boxes in four
refreshing flavours – freshmint, spearmint, orange and acerola cherry. The new
iconic box will be exclusive to travellers,
with a recommended price of €8.90.
The Tic Tac Bottle 98g, shaped like an
ultra-large Tic Tac, contains 200 Tic Tac
pills in orange or freshmint flavour. It
is described as easy to carry and fun to
share, and will retail at €3.90.
For the souvenir hunter, Ferrero has
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developed the new Tic Tac T100 49g travel
pack in orange or freshmint with a ‘Departures/Arrivals board’ sleeve to suit airport
stores around the world. It has a recommended price of €2.50.
The sugar-free Liberty 25g mouth freshener
mints in coolmint and wildberries mint
flavours are presented in premium pocketsize tins and will retail at €2.50 each.
The strong Tic Tac brand identity is
reinforced with stylish point-of-sale
materials, which are compact and clearly
branded to gain maximum visibility for
the new Tic Tac collection.

Green Village J35
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Luxurious chocolates

Butlers Chocolates is celebrating its
80th anniversary this year by debuting
several new products at TFWA World
Exhibition. Butlers premium chocolate
sharing packs feature 30 individually
wrapped luxury chocolates. There are six
varieties to choose from: Chocolate Salt

Caramels, Mango Chocolate Truffles,
White Mixed Berry chocolates, Chocolate Caramels and Hazelnut Pralines,
Honeycomb Crisp Chocolate and Mint
Chocolate Truffles and Fondants.
Butlers Famous Irish Chocolate
truffles have been completely
revamped with a new selection of
chocolates and an eye-catching
design. The new selection
comprises: milk chocolate Irish
Cream liqueur truffle, milk chocolate
Irish Coffee truffle, dark chocolate

Nemiroff has introduced a souvenir vodka –
NEMIROFF GOAL – in celebration of Ukraine
co-hosting this year’s UEFA EURO 2012
football championship. The product is a special
presentation of the popular vodka Nemiroff
Delikat Smooth. It is easily identified on-shelf
by its bottle in the form of a ball on a pedestal,
while the label features an image of a football
pitch. The main characteristics of the vodka
are its smoothness and purity of taste, as well
as its clear and gentle flavour. NEMIROFF
GOAL is based on the best luxury class spirit
and artesian water, which is said to have a
unique composition and taste properties. The
smooth taste is achieved due to Nemiroff’s
unique smoothing technology – filtering of a
water-spirit mixture with the use of a special
combination of filters based on activated
carbons.
NEMIROFF GOAL is positioned in the mediumprice segment.
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Tintamar has created a clever multipurpose bag designed to help active
women in their busy daily lives. The
Bag&Bags is a single product comprising
three detachable bags which zip and snap
together as required. The first element is
the ‘Connected Bag’ lined with protective

neoprene to hold a laptop, netbook or
touch pad with mesh pockets for cords and
accessories. Second is the ‘Living Bag’ – a
large shopper equipped with a special
pocket for an umbrella plus a ‘My Extra
Shopping Bag’ for unexpected purchases.
Finally, there is the ‘Evening Bag’ to hold
phone, cards and small essentials when
heading out for a night on the town.
Cleverly designed to maximise space with
supple straps for comfort, high-quality
print and quilted materials for strength
and style, and contrasting linings, the
Tintamar Bag&Bags is said to be perfectly
adapted to today’s busy lives. It is offered
in four colours – black, grey, brown and
red – and in two sizes, large and small.
Tintamar will also showcase a wide
selection of Intelligent Daily Bags at
TFWA World Exhibition.

Riviera Village RB8
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Space
watch

NEMIROFF
GOAL

Clever
bags

Jameson Whiskey truffle and milk
chocolate with classic Irish Potcheen.
Butlers will also be launching newly
designed 125g Irish cream chocolate
truffles and Butlers Jameson Irish
Whiskey Truffles in two sizes.
Meanwhile, two new deluxe gifting ballotins will be presented, each featuring new
selections of delicious alcohol free chocolates. The company will also showcase
some perennial favourites, including
Butlers premium rigid collection, Butlers
gold gift boxes and Butlers contemporary
range of 100g chocolate bars.

Scorpio Distributors is showcasing exciting new additions to its watch portfolio.
Brand new is a collection of Sturmanskie
watches, developed specifically for
Scorpio, which includes a replica of the
first watch worn in space by cosmonaut
Yuri Gagarin in 1961. Scorpio is bringing
the brand to travel retail with an exclusive collection of men’s retro watches,
designed to replicate the originals.
Also new is an exclusive collection of Hot
Diamonds watches, introduced following
the success of the jewellery range, and
a special inflight range from renowned
British designer Vivienne Westwood.
Scorpio is also introducing watches
under the Levi’s brand name. The
globally renowned jeans brand now has
a cool and stylish range of watches,
designed to reflect the brand values of
innovation, renewal and reinvention,
while retaining the heritage roots. There
are five different collections available,
with retail prices from £59 (175).
Also on the show will be new models
for Aviator and the classic Swiss brand
Jacques de Manoir, while on the jewellery front Scorpio will be showing the
latest collections for Pierre Cardin and
gift sets for adults and children from
Time Design.

Versatile
luxury
Folli Follie will showcase a selection
from its latest Fall/Winter collection of
jewellery, watches and accessories at
TFWA World Exhibition. The collection
epitomises luxury and versatility. The
pieces can transform pretty or edgy
daytime looks into opulent evening
styles, making them ideal for frequent
travellers who want to mix and match
different styles while carrying the least
number of items in their luggage.
Vintage flair is a strong theme in the Fall/
Winter jewellery collection. The Dreamdrops collection features ornamentally
engraved transparent cases, with lots
of sparkling crystals inside. The whole
collection, including necklaces, rings and
earrings, is rich in details and gives an
elegant vintage aesthetic. Using crown
and tassel motifs, the Crown Vintage
collection combines a rock and vintage
feeling. Necklaces, earrings, rings and
bracelets are decorated with clear or
brown crystals.
In terms of bags, the iconic K Vintage
accessories collection is enriched with
new inspirational colours and designs.
Meanwhile, the Reflections bags are
described as simple, sophisticated yet
fashionable.
The Fireworks Watch Collection
features a discreet dial bearing four
minimal crystal stones, emphasising
the jewellery nature of this unique
watch. The new Luna watch collection
features an interesting ‘dial-insideanother-dial’ design. It is available in
a plain version or one decorated with
crystals or black stones.
Links of London – the Folli Follie group’s
other flagship brand – will also showcase
its jewellery. Classic collections such as
Sweetie, Friendship and Selene watches
will be available, alongside Noble Classic
watches and the Keepsakes charm
collection.

Ambassadeurs
Village V2
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Smooth
shaving
Braun will showcase a range of
electronic innovations at TFWA World
Exhibition. These include the Series
7 – 799cc shaver, which is the latest and
most premium addition to the Series
7 family. Importantly, it can be used
in shower, as it is suitable for wet and
dry use. It also comes with a premium
leather pouch.
The Series 7 Premium beard trimmer
comes with two trimming attachments
that offer a total of 12 length settings.
The ‘slide&style’ system allows the
precision trimmer to work even when the
comb is on. Automatic worldwide voltage
adjustment and a protective travel case
make the Series 7 Premium beard
trimmer suitable for travellers.
The Series 5 shavers offer 20% more
motor power for high speed cutting even
on dense hair. Flex Motion Tec enables
efficient shaving with less pressure
and less skin irritation. UltraActiveLift
captures problem hairs in the neck and
chin areas while the CrossHair blades
capture hairs growing in different directions for smooth results. Some models
come with a Clean & Renew station and
all are supplied with either a hard travel
case or a soft pouch.

Mediterranean
Village P15

Aigner
embraces
art
Aigner has collaborated with talented
Japanese artist, Shinpei Naito, to create
its new Art Edition collection of bags.
The collection is designed specifically for
travellers and is exclusive to travel retail.
Unique and trendy, the prints for the
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Creative
cigarettes

Imperial Tobacco will showcase the
premium cigarette Davidoff iD at TFWA
World Exhibition. The Davidoff iD range
comprises two different pack formats – a

regular King Size format and the innovative ‘Touch format’, which glides open
with an easy flick of a finger. Each has
been designed to focus on different local
traveller profiles and preferences. Elegant
and unique, each pack offers innovative finishes, creative touches and lively
colours, which contrast vividly with the
modern black background. Both offers
come in the King Size cigarette format and
deliver a smooth American Blend flavour.
The concept of Davidoff iD centres around
the discovery of new iDEAS every day. A
range of stylish pieces of art is revealed
when a pack is opened. Behind each iD
logo lies artwork from selected artists all
over the world. Each design brings the
pack to life and transforms an ordinary
cigarette pack into an expression of
creativity. Davidoff iD is available in four
varieties: Orange (Full Flavour), Blue
(Lights), Ivory (Ultra) and White (1mg).
Imperial Tobacco will also introduce the
New Montecristo Mini at TFWA World
Exhibition. It is made from 100% Cuban
tobacco sourced from the legendary
plantation that is home of the world’s
finest tobacco.

Golden Village GO6

Distinctive wines
Barton & Guestier will introduce the
new packaging of its extensive range
of AOC wines – B&G Passeport – at
TFWA World Exhibition. These cover
19 appellations from six of the main
French winegrowing regions.
The new labels are designed to be
premium, distinctive and informative,
mentioning the name of the appellation, the region, the varietals and
the taste descriptors. Also featured
are QR codes linking to a product
sheet, the company website and
the company fanpage on Facebook.
All of the wines have the familiar
Barton & Guestier gold caps, for
easy recognition on the shelf.
The launch of the range is accompanied by promotional activities including
B&G cooler bags and a real B&G

passport. The new 1-bottle Black &
Gold giftpack, suitable for all wines in
the range, is designed to give a strong
impact on-shelf in travel retail stores.

two Art Edition bags have been created
exclusively for Aigner, drawing inspiration from its Spring/Summer 2013
Collection. Against a spectrum of colours
including bougainvillea and a subtle
mauve against classic black, the vivid
Horse Print design depicts the world of
Aigner through the artist’s eyes, while
the expressively powerful Bird Print bag
uses dancing birds and flowering magnolias. Naito worked in conjunction with
Aigner’s Chief Designer, Christian Beck,
who created the shapes and style of the
Art Edition bags.

“For travellers on business, a city break
or summer holiday, these bags are an
absolute must for cosmopolitans who like
to show their love of art,” said Aigner’s
Myriam Staude, Head of Sales – Middle
East, Africa & Travel Retail Europe.
The Art Edition bags come in small and
medium sizes.
Meanwhile, Aigner’s 2013 Spring/
Summer Leather Collection will be
launched to the travel retail market at
TFWA World Exhibition.

Yellow Village D42

Pop Art

New exhibitor
Fun and funky lifestyle company breo is
exhibiting for the first time at this year’s
TFWA World Exhibition, where it will
be showing its full range of watches,
sunglasses and accessory products.
Highlighted will be new colours and
travel retail exclusive additions to breo’s
Classic watch collection.
The Classic watch combines an
extremely contemporary design with
a range of colours that extend from
eye-popping to more understated,
subtle tones. With prices ranging from
$20-$50, the Classic has a soft rubber
and wrist hugging strap design that
makes it extremely comfortable to wear.
The new Pop Art line, which features
models exclusive to travel retail, will
be presented in Cannes. New on-trend
colours include berry, red and mint.
Also on show will be the Roam Twist,
which is aimed at the ‘Tweenie’ market.
Offered in five colours – black, blue, pink,
lime and purple – it offers the same
quality as the standard Roam Elite head
(5ATM), with the addition of a band look
to appeal to the younger consumer.
breo will also be showcasing its
sunglasses range, available in six
different styles, and its unique new
travel exclusive travel speaker, which is
compatible with iPod/MP3 players and
smartphones, and range of earphones.

Blue Village H1
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Iconic
scents
Mavive is following up the success of
the masculine fragrances The Original
and On The Road with a new Zippo
perfume, Zippo The Woman. The packaging of Zippo The Woman represents
the distinctive elements of Zippo and
translates them into tonalities and
materials designed to successfully
appeal to the feminine taste. Glass is the
main element: in Zippo The Woman it is
elegantly glazed to reflect the femininity
of the bottle. Metal is the element that
identifies the Zippo world: it highlights
the profile of the bottle, drawing and
embracing its feminine silhouette. The

fragrance is described as extremely
definite and yet, due to its flowery
elements, feminine. A vivacious opening
of fruity notes is warmed by an embracing and comfortable base of musk.
Meanwhile, following the success of
POLICE TO BE, the second masculine
perfume in the line, [The Illusionist],
is being introduced. It reinterprets the
bottle of the first fragrance; the skull, an
iconic, recognisable symbol, is enriched
with a special metal effect technique
that creates a rich array of lights. The
box exhibits contrasts and is specifically
designed so that its grey chromatic tones
surprisingly radiate brightness. The
character of this vigorous fragrance for
men, created around a modern and fresh
fougère structure, exudes a confident
and tough masculine strength.

Red Village M30

Special
spirits
Tequilera Corralejo will highlight its
latest spirits lines at TFWA World
Exhibition, including a new ready
made Margarita Mix – Quita Penas.
There are no artificial flavours used
in the mix, to ensure it is as close
as possible to a freshly prepared
Margarita cocktail. Each 750ml
bottle is decorated with a bright
pink and yellow floral motif. Simply
serve over crushed ice for the
perfect Margarita.
Also being showcased is Vodka
Boker – an unusual Mexican corn
vodka presented in a deep blue
bottle with a twisted effect. Boker is
described as a thoroughly modern
Mexican vodka with its roots in
the distant past. It is five-times
distilled and filtered through active
charcoal, and is targeted towards
25-45 year olds.
Tequilera Corralejo’s special
commemorative edition premium

tequila – 99,000
Hours – will also be
presented. 99,000
Hours is aged in
single Kentucky oak
barrels, no bigger
than 200 litres,
for 18 months and
double distilled
in the traditional
Corralejo Charente
method using
copper and column
stills. This premium
tequila is presented
in a rounded carafe
style bottle and
is designed for
drinking neat on
the rocks or in
cocktails.

Blue
Village E1
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Power of
Caviar
La Prairie is expanding its White Caviar
Illuminating Système collection to include
three new complementary items – White
Caviar Spot Treatment, White Caviar
Illuminating Hand Cream SPF 15 and
White Caviar Illuminating Eye Cream – to
target very specific discoloration in
problem areas by brightening the skin
before, during and after pigmentation
problems arise. These are products
men and women alike can embrace and
utilise, as they address common issues
and concerns: dark under eye circles, a
stubborn age spot on the face or chest, or
aging hands. In addition, a fourth product,
White Caviar Illuminating Clarifying
Lotion, will debut exclusively in Asia.
La Prairie will also introduce Cellular
Power Serum, a daily dose of power
against aging. The sophisticated science
behind Cellular Power Serum combines
a revolutionary new Defense Fortifying
Complex with the acclaimed Cellular
Power Complex to deliver unprecedented

That's Life
Bric’s is celebrating its 60th anniversary
with the launch of the Life 60° Limited
Edition. This special edition is the
company’s tribute to the iconic line, Life.
Chic and refined, Life 60° offers classical olive green moustang with black
leather accents and trimmings for an
elegant colour matching. The new details
selected for the anniversary include a
browned metal Bric’s 60 logo: in the
travelling line, the address tag will bear
the new metal logo on one side. In the
bag line, the logo will become a charm.

www.tfwa.com

performance, empowering the skin to
reclaim its optimal equilibrium, youth
and beauty. Cellular Power Serum
joins the ranks of fellow power players
Cellular Power Infusion and Cellular
Power Charge Night.

Riviera Village RE6

Another successful line is XBag. Each
model is folded into a purse that can
be used separately as a utility case or a
mini-bag, thanks to the small strap, or
even as an inside pocket, applied with
two pressure studs. The original version,
with brown leather accents, comes in
new colours – beige, red, pastel, and
stripes – in addition to an elegant total
blue. XBag Capri, with natural cowhide
trims, comes in two colours: ocean blue
and dark brown.
For travelling, the XTravel line offers
trolleys and carry-ons available in the
same materials and colours, as well as a
new compact two-wheel trolley.

Riviera Village RA7
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AntiAge
Global
New exhibitor

Glitzy
Ritzy
Toscow is launching a second line to its
popular Glitzy Ritzy collection at TFWA
World Exhibition. The latest Glitzy Ritzy
line-up features large crystals locked
together in a scattered brickwork format.
Various bright coloured crystals shine out,
interspersed with a mix of large and small
setting claws, which are designed to
create an additional edge to the pieces.
Francis Ng, Toscow General Manager,
commented: “This is actually the
second generation of Glitzy Ritzy, which
was created due to the overwhelming

requests we received from many of our
duty free retailer partners. It complements the first collection perfectly.
Retailer feedback has always been
excellent for Glitzy Ritzy.”
After launching the first Glitzy Ritzy
collection three years ago, this second
version was shown to select retailers at
TFWA Asia Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE in
May, before rolling out fully in Cannes
based on feedback garnered. It comprises
two cocktail rings, two sets of earrings
and a bracelet. Prices range from US$89.
Toscow has also recently been listed
onboard Cathay Pacific, Singapore
Airlines and Thai Airways, and has
opened stores on the domestic markets
in Hong Kong and Singapore.

Blue Village D9

Yves Rocher is showcasing its AntiAge Global botanical beauty line. The
researchers at Yves Rocher Botanical
Beauty Laboratories have mastered
the knowledge of the amazing,
infinite self-regenerating power of
botanicals. They then created an
exceptional innovation: Plant Source
Cells, named 4th Generation, which
work on the major signs of aging.
It is said that you can access the infinite
regenerating power of 4G Plant Source
Cells in six days. Their cellular structure
is preserved and intact, and for the first
time, elicited by an exclusive, patented
process (registered European patent) that
is said to guarantee exceptional effectiveness in Anti-Age Global skin care.
Natural cellular renewal is stimulated
daily and the collagen and hyaluronic
structures of the skin are strengthened.

Ambassadeurs
Village U2
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Fine jewellery
Elsa Groupe will be showcasing its
fine and fashion jewellery at TFWA
World Exhibition. Elsa Lee is its highend silver jewellery brand. Elsa Lee
collections fuse traditional jewellery
with a modern approach. Each piece
is unique, and the marriage of silver
925 and Swarovski Zirconia is said to
make wearing the jewellery a lasting
pleasure.
The Garel Paris brand features
contemporary and refined jewellery
lines, combining gold with diamonds.
Handmade in Elsa Groupe’s workshops in
France, each piece combines traditional
expertise with state-of-the-art tooling to
ensure the highest level of quality.
Ipitonga is described as classy and
casual, and has become a cult brand.
Fun and colourful, the collection
combines flip-flop necklaces and
bracelets. Ornella proposes collections
in gold 375 with diamonds, ceramic,
mother-of-pearl and pearls. The
inspiration behind the brand comes
from the rise of the cost of gold and
the company’s values to produce
high-quality, original and harmonious
jewellery lines with a European style.

Red Village L16

Exclusive
vintage
International Beverage is to unveil a
new vintage of Balblair Highland Single
Malt Scotch Whisky at TFWA World
Exhibition. The first release of the 1996
Vintage replaces the popular 1995
Vintage and is to be available exclusively
through global travel retail in one-litre
bottles.
As with every expression, Balblair 1996
is un-chill-filtered, naturally coloured
and bottled at 46% abv. Sparkling
golden in appearance, this expression
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is full of fruit and spice on the nose with
aromas of lemon, orange, toffee and
coconut, and a hint of subtle smoke.
Maturation in American oak ex-bourbon
casks has added characteristic sweet,
toffee and vanilla flavours. Sweet and
spicy on the palate, summer fruits
and toffee combine with chocolate and
coconut in a long, smooth finish.
James Bateman, Global Travel Retail
Manager, commented: “Travel retail
is a key sales platform in International
Beverage’s brands strategy for 2012. The
decision to launch the latest Balblair
Vintage at TFWA World Exhibition
underlines our commitment to invest in
the global travel retail channel.”

Marine Village S2
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Big Kraft
news
This year at TFWA World Exhibition, Kraft Foods World Travel Retail
(KFWTR) will share three big stories
with its industry partners, all of which
it says will have a major impact on the
confectionery category and beyond.
The first piece of exciting news
concerns the split of Kraft Foods
into two separate companies. As of 2
October, a newly formed company –
Mondelēz International – will be listed
on the New York Stock Exchange. This
will be the new home of the world

TFWA WORLD EXHIBITION show preview 2012

travel retail team, which will become
Mondelēz World Travel Retail from
Q2 2013.
The second big story relates to the
launch of its Delighting Travelers
programme – a compelling vision
that aims to grow the total confectionery category.
Finally, a new flavour innovation and a
cutting edge promotional concept for
the Toblerone brand will be presented
to industry partners.
Andreas Fehr, Managing Director, Kraft
Foods World Travel Retail, commented:
“We are thrilled to be bringing such
exciting news to Cannes, and we cannot
wait to work with our industry partners
to bring our dreams to life.”

Riviera Village RG5

Elegant
keyrings
TROIKA has created a new keyring
known as ‘Mr. Elegant’, which is mix
of a cufflink, leather loop and metal
ring. Designers from ding3000 placed
an emphasis on individuality when
creating the new keyring series. They
wanted to create a sturdy, shapely
keyring that indicates its owner’s
preferences. With the combination of

leather and metal, they have created a
masculine design taking into account
current trends and lifestyles for the
selection of each motif. The new
collection includes a total of 10 motifs.
Sports, transport, music, pleasure and
holidays are the key words for each of
the individual motifs.
Mr. Elegant ‘QR Code’ displays a
technical, modern design, while a
neutral version with a simple square
metal cufflink is ideal for those who
want to add a personal note with an
individual engraving.

Red Village J23
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Retro
twist
Lambretta Watches will display
the full concept of Avanti, which
is a World-Time Racing Chrono
Watch with a retro theme.
The Ana/Digi movement
encapsulated in the carbon
fibre dial has all kinds of
functions perfect for travellers. This retro racing watch
with inspiration from the 60s
and 70s is packed with functions,
such as world time in 56 cities,
chronograph with lap times, calendar
and back light. It has a carbon fibre
dial and 46mm case. The name Avanti
comes from a specially tuned Lambretta
engine.
The extremely well received Lambretta
Cielo collection will also be showcased.
This eye-catching fashion accessory in
seven fun colours is elegant and affordable, clearly inspired by the 60s and the
glorious days of the Lambretta scooters.
Cielo Mesh is available in three different
metal shades: two layer gold plating, cool
silver plating and dark graphite plating.
The company is doing an exciting exclusive prelaunch for the festive, end of the

Sunshine
Nomad
MCM’s Spring/Summer 2013 collection explores the concept of ‘Sunshine
Nomad’. The collection ranges from
printed and embossed leather to classic
Visetos materials, boasting colourful
hues of calypso coral, blue danube,
metallic gold, freesia, and kelly green,
juxtaposed against classic white and
black prints.
There is an emphasis on practicality
and functional features. The materials
are lightweight, internal pockets and
pouches support the latest technological accessories, and internal buckles
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year season. This promotion will run in
November and December in more than
10 Gebr. Heinemann airport stores and
will include the three brand new models
in the Cielo family.

Yellow Village F60

and zips assure personal security.
The collection balances sporty practicality with MCM’s timeless elegance.
The bags are available in four very
distinct materials, including a leather
line and a perforated leather line,
which is said to be perfect for social
outings. The light canvas line is
imprinted with large VERY MCM and
ship emblems. Meanwhile, the Visetos
line enables backpack, cross shoulders, and iPad cases to be attached to
the matching trolley.
Other carry-over ranges include
signature lines Nuovo L., Ivana Patent,
First Lady, First Lady Croco and Little
Veronika Visetos; the latter featuring a
Bavarian inspired pattern to accentuate
the season’s colourful theme.

Riviera Village RC4
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Magic
moments
Among the products that FREYWILLE will
present at TFWA World Exhibition is the
Magic Sphinx collection – an iconic range
representing the spirit of creativity. The
Sphinx represents hope, dreams and the
power to create. Magic Sphinx is a powerful statement collection. The enamel
canvasses are adorned with the Sphinx
symbol and finished in a high-shine
mirror effect. 24kt yellow gold bands line
the designs, adding a final touch of luxury
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to this majestic collection.
Magic Sphinx Royal Blue is said to evoke
thoughts of the clear Mediterranean sky.
The enamel canvas features azure and
indigo highlighted with accents of 24kt
gold. Meanwhile, there are muted blush
shades and elegant crème on Magic
Sphinx Ivory.
Other collections on show in Cannes
will include Impressionist Flowers – a
collection inspired by the Impressionist
movement. The magnetic design is painted
with vibrant colours. Bouquet of Dreams
is a sensual design, featuring a blend of
pastel colours. First Love combines gentle
shapes and bubbly colours.

Yellow Village C15

Rémy
exclusive

Rémy Cointreau Global Travel Retail
has launched St-Rémy VSOP 90 Proof
as a limited edition exclusive to Dubai
International Airport for the rest of this
year. A masterful blend of wines from
some of the best vineyards in France,
it is distilled and aged in cellars deep
in the Chateaux de La Loire Valley.
St-Rémy VSOP High Proof is a powerful new addition to this successful
collection, which includes VSOP and
XO expressions. Amber in colour,
highlighted by golden hues, it is
appealing to the eye and distinctive on the palate. Decades spent
aging in small oak barrels have
lent it pronounced wood aromas
with hints of leather and tobacco.
The light flavours of vanilla and
dried fruits, which bring a certain
sweetness, balance its powerful
alcoholic strength and create a
fine, well-balanced product with
exceptional length in the mouth.
Presented in an elegant golden
sleeve, the new limited edition is
showcased in a sleek branded display
unit to provide maximum visibility.
The St-Rémy VSOP High Proof will
remain exclusive to Dubai Duty Free
for the remainder of 2012, after which
it will be launched elsewhere.

Marine Village
Foyer 1A
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Indulgent
gifts

Nougat London is showcasing its new
Caring Hands Gift Set. The set contains
a Caring Hand Wash (150ml), Rejuvenating Hand Polish (50ml), Nurturing Hand
Cream (50ml), Conditioning Hand & Nail
Serum (75ml) and 100% cotton gloves
for overnight treatment.
Similarly, there is a Caring Feet Gift Set,

Action
cam
The new MINOX ACX 100 HD Action Cam
is said to be the ideal companion when
pursuing leisure activities, extreme
sports or just pure action. The maximum
full HD video resolution of 1080p, a
135° super wide-angle lens as well as a
memory capacity of up to 32GB guarantee long-lasting dynamic action.
The high quality camera module with a
135° super wide-angle lens guarantees
top imaging quality and high contrast
through its automatic exposure control
and white balance. The intuitive operation
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which includes a Cleansing Foot Soak
(150ml), Foot Buffing Cream (50ml),
Cream Foot Soother (50ml), Reviving
Foot Spray (75ml) and 100% cotton
socks for overnight treatment.
The Caring Body Gift Set contains
a Moisturising Shower Gel (150ml),
Rejuvenating Body Polish (50ml), Shea
Butter Body Silk (50ml), Refreshing Body
Spray (75ml) and exfoliating shower
gloves.
Nougat London’s eternally popular
Moisturising Soap is now available
in a larger 200g size. It is beautifully
presented in illustrated paper and
decorated with a rhinestone necklace for
a touch of indulgence.
The Ultimate Bathing Box includes
a Moisturising Shower Gel (150ml),
Revitalising Bath Treatment (200g),
Moisturising Soap (200g), 100% cotton
face cloth and wooden nail brush.
Other products include a Men’s Grooming Set, featuring Hydrating Face Wash
(20ml), Luxury Shaving Cream (20ml),
Soothing After Shave Balm (20ml) and
Eau de Toilette (50ml).

Riviera Village RE3

using just one button, as well as a fast and
simple mounting, ensure comfortable and
convenient handling. Every video shoot is
recorded with sound, while the included
SDHC memory card provides a storage
volume of 45 minutes of full HD recording.
The MINOX ACX 100 has a rechargeable
and replaceable battery.
Also being presented is the MINOX
Monocular MD 7x42 C with integrated
compass. It boasts a field of view of 114m
at 1,000m, 7x magnification, as well as a
precision compass and a fine reticle that
are used to determine the range or size
of objects in view. It is a reliable navigator for lovers of water sports and outdoor
enthusiasts.

Mediterranean
Village N13

Bombay
Sapphire
East

Bombay Sapphire East is the first new
London Dry gin to join the Bombay
gin family since the launch of Bombay
Sapphire itself 25 years ago. Bombay
Sapphire East pays homage to the
subtle yet exotic flavours of Asia. Two
new botanicals have been added to the
classic 10 which are used to create
Bombay Sapphire – crisp Thai lemongrass and spicy Vietnamese black
peppercorn.
To mark the launch of Bombay
Sapphire East, Bacardi Global Travel
Retail is bringing a flavour of the East
to select airports. A variety of prominent displays will bring the launch to
life by taking their inspiration from
the energy and excitement of Asian
spice markets. They will include a
spice cart showcasing the 12 botanical
ingredients used to create the exotic
new gin and even a bespoke tuk-tuk,
which shoppers can sit inside while
they enjoy a Bombay Sapphire East
cocktail.
Richard Cuthbert, Senior Brand
Manager, Bacardi Global Travel Retail,
said: “Like Bombay Sapphire gin,
Bombay Sapphire East is perfectly
suited to the travel retail channel and
we’re anticipating that it will replicate
its success in continuing to grow the
global gin category.”

Bay Village
BAY 21+19B
18 – TFWA DAILY

Lightweight
cases
Tumi is introducing its first hard-sided case
with a pocket. The classic Alpha collection sees the next evolution of its iconic
ballistic nylon with the launch of Alpha
Lightweight. The new case combines the
abrasion-resistant FXT ballistic nylon with
the hard sided, lightweight construction of
the Vapor collection.
Alpha Lightweight includes an exterior
front pocket and an Add-A-Bag hook.
It features Tumi’s recognisable U-zip
pockets and Omega zippers, and the
easy-to-manoeuvre four-wheel and
X-brace 45 handle systems.
Polypropylene bumper guards aid against
surface scratches while providing extra
durability and 360-degrees of protection.
A full-length suit-carrier is zipped inside,
and a Tumi hanger and use-your-own
bracket is nestled inside, safely holding
up to four hangers.
Alpha Lightweight will be offered in a
variety of sizes for all packing needs: 20”,
21”, 25”, 27” and 29”. Colours include
Black, Espresso and Spruce.
Tumi is also introducing the Alpha
Bravo Knox Backpack in special edition
colours for travel retail, including navy,
iron and café.

Riviera Village RG14
www.tfwa.com
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Intense
taste
Valrhona is presenting the new Sensory
Journey Grands Crus Gift Box, which is
said to provide an intense experience

of taste. Valrhona’s Grands Crus are
the fruit of an expert selection of the
finest cocoa beans, skilfully blended
to enhance their aromatic potential.
With this gift box, you will discover a
world of taste that is said to be simply
incomparable.

Riviera Village RA5
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Cool
watches
Ice-Watch is presenting its new
Ice-Chrono Electrik collection. For
this new collection, Ice-Watch
has supersized its timepieces to
53mm. These large watches have
been specifically designed with
confident, active men in mind.
The four eye-popping, electric
colours accentuate the case and the
chrono dials, while contrasting with
the matte black wristband. This supersize elegant new Ice-Chrono Electrik
range comes in blue, turquoise, orange
and purple colours. The watches feature
a black silicone wristband and have a
screw back case in Ice-Ramic.

Red Village L21

Elegant jewellery
Reflecting the season’s rich array of
colours and texture, Pandora’s Autumn
Winter collection profiles radiant
pearls, luminous gemstones and
polished surfaces. The luxe materials
interplay with oxidized metals, dark
stones, black enamel and mischievous
shadows to create a collection that
focuses on sophisticated femininity and
playful glamour.

Pandora’s commitment to quality,
hand-finished jewellery at affordable
prices is highlighted with the season’s
collection, dedicated to precious metals
and gemstones. Hand-facetted Murano
glass charms gleam brilliantly in warm,
autumnal hues. Enamel embellishment
adds depth and edge to rings, and
there are polished black onyx hearts on
sterling silver rings, a necklace pendant

Underberg
specialties

Famous
pralines

Underberg is showcasing its Gift Tin 2013
Limited Edition, which is dedicated to the
country of Denmark. There are four key
images on the tin, featuring important
landmarks. Firstly, Copenhagen – the
little mermaid is the city’s landmark,
while the traditional harbour view
and famous Tivoli are also featured.
Secondly, the Kingdom of Denmark is
represented by an image of Amalienborg
Palace. Thirdly, the island of Bornholm
– a tourist hotspot – is pictured. Finally,
Jylland’s dramatic coastline is included.
The high-quality embossed metal and
seven-colour offset printing makes every
gift tin a cherished, unique item. Filled
with 12 Underberg portion bottles, it is a
collectors’ item and an ideal gift.
Other new products include XUXU ten – a
fruity-fresh strawberry drink that comes
in a trendy red metallic aluminium bottle.
Dettling Chalet Liqueur Chocolat in

Multi Duty Free Dept. is showcasing
Baratti & Milano’s famous Cremino
triple-layer praline, which merges pure
chocolate and the velvety, delightful
cream of ‘Tonda Gentile’ hazelnuts. The
original recipe by master chocolatemakers builds on a long confectionery
tradition to ensure a small jewel of
harmonious sweetness. Hazelnuts are in
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and earrings. The delicate intricacy of
gold openwork charms and the refined
elegance of lustrous pearls are said
to add festive spirit. Meanwhile, the
striking beauty of twisted sterling silver
embellished with rose-pink Rhodolite
is said to be a timeless expression of
elegance.

Bay Village BAY 3B
the foreground, alongside the taste of coffee,
as well as flavours such as lemon, pistachio,
almond, Extra Noir Cremino and the new
White & Noir Cremino. The chocolate used
is made exclusively from cocoa and cocoa
butter, as in the original recipe.
Baratti & Milano’s famous Cremino now
takes on new colours, with the ColorArt
line, with its artistic packaging and
graphics inspired by the 1900s Pop Art
movement. It is described as a triumph
of colours and delight, appealing to
young and innovative consumers who
nevertheless demand very high quality.

Blue Village C3

gold is also new. The Swiss specialty is
made from Swiss chocolate and refined
with top quality Dettling Kirsch (cherry
brandy). It can be enjoyed straight or on
ice, and is also delicious on ice cream or
in various cocktails.

Red Village K19
TFWA DAILY – 19
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Practical
accessories
New exhibitor
Reisenthel Accessories is exhibiting for
the first time at TFWA World Exhibition,
where it will present a selection from its
broad range of bags and accessories.
The company will showcase various
products from its mini maxi collection,
which offers diverse bags that be can
easily folded and stored away in any side
pocket. They come with an appealing
display that showcases the products in
the smallest space, such as the checkout area.
The Reisenthel assortment offers
different bags in various sizes that are
designed to stand out from conventional
luggage. The classic is the allrounder,
which is now available in two additional
designs: the allrounder wheely and
the allrounder plus. The allrounder
wheely is a trolley on wheels that offers
plenty of storage space for clothing

and accessories. The cleverly designed
allrounder plus travel bag can be
attached to the telescopic handle of the
allrounder wheely, making it easy to
transport.

Green Village M60

Trendy &
PRACTICAL
WENGER’s new daypacks and travel
bags feature a casual looking design, but
are rugged and highly functional. With
the 3053 collection, packing is made
easy utilising the large main pocket,
versatile external pockets and bungee
attachments for packing gear and
on-the-go equipment. Produced
from high-tech materials designed
to withstand harsh elements, the
collection has a stunning design
that is also highly functional.
Meanwhile, in terms of
watches, the new WENGER
SEAFORCE is a multifunctional, yet trendy timepiece,
which comes in gents and
ladies versions. In order to
meet the rigorous fabrication standard required by
a 20 ATM divers watch,
WENGER used the highest
quality materials, such as
316L stainless steel, a highly
resistant screw-on back
and ultra resistant gaskets to
ensure perfect air tightness. It
is also equipped with a Swiss made
quartz movement and multi-faceted
screw down crown.
The WENGER TERRAGRAPH is similarly
multifunctional and trendy. This refined
sports watch has an understated,
modern look. It features a sapphire

crystal, 316L stainless steel case
and bracelet, and Swiss made quartz
movement.

Bay Village BAY 17B
www.tfwa.com
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Seductive
scent
Bond No. 9’s latest eau de parfum is
Manhattan, which is described as an
after-hours shared scent with a high
seduction quotient. Officially it belongs
in the oriental gourmand category,

rich in spices. There are top notes of
mouthwatering nutmeg, saffron and
delicate coriander seeds, softened with
the addition of mouthwatering peach.
The heart notes continue the gourmet
theme, as sweet honeycomb mingles
with black plum, hinting of chocolate,
and a warm and inviting gingerbread
accord. Moroccan jasmine, the sole
flower at the centre of the scent, itself
evokes the aura of peaches or ripe
bananas. Then comes the lingering

NEW PRODUCTS

drydown – creamy, velvety-smooth
sandalwood; rich, balsamic patchouli;
a soft and warm vanilla infusion; and
sensual musk.
The bottle features a network of laseretched Bond No. 9 tokens, rendered in
red, shimmering against the midnight
blue New York sky.
Prices are: 100ml, $270; 50ml, $190;
candle, $105; and body silk, $110.

Green Village J46

Innovative
accessories
Travel Retail Innovations will be
showcasing the Sony NEX-7 camera at
TFWA World Exhibition. The mid-range
camera with interchangeable lenses
offers exceptional image quality for
both stills and video. It is powerful enough for superb photos, yet
small enough to sit in your palm. The
ultra-high resolution 24.3 megapixel
Exmor APS HD CMOS sensor offers
excellent imaging performance with
richly detailed, low-noise pictures,
even in low light. In video mode, you

can capture smoothly detailed, full high
definition videos with quick autofocus
to track the action even while you’re
zooming. Beautiful background defocus
effects add an extra dimension to
creative movie shooting.
Travel Retail Innovations will also be
exhibiting a range of accessories for
the Samsung Galaxy S3 smartphone,
including soft cases, hard cases and
high quality screen protectors. Cellular
Line designed the accessories, which
are offered in travel retail by Travel

Retail Innovations.
The company will showcase a wide
selection of electronic and audio
products, travel essentials and

accessories at TFWA World Exhibition.

Yellow Village C29
and B27
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Finest chocolate

Hot
vodka

New exhibitor
Rausch Schokoladen is exhibiting at
TFWA World Exhibition for the first time.
It uses 100% fine cocoas as the essential
ingredient in its Rausch PlantagenSchokolade. Each of the eight PlantagenSchokolade varieties has a full-bodied
flavour, yet is still very mild – each recipe
being carefully balanced to suit the
characteristic flavour of the cocoa used.
For the real chocolate lover, it is
showcasing a collection of the eight
varieties presented in an attractive
wooden chest, available with 60 or 24
sticks. Also being exhibited will be
Rausch Plantagen-Schokolade World
of Chocolate Treasure Box, which is
described as the whole wide world of
Plantagen Schokolade in one treasure
chest. It includes four varieties of fine

whole milk chocolate and four varieties
of fine dark chocolate, made from the
best fine cocoas in the world. It is available with 32 or 150 small bites.

Green Village M54
New exhibitor

HIGH
Spirits
Maxxium Travel Retail, representing
brands including Beam and Edrington, is
unveiling innovation across its portfolio at
TFWA World Exhibition. Within the Beam
portfolio, the key brands being showcased
are Courvoisier, Jim Beam and Laphroaig.
Maxxium Travel Retail will also exhibit the
Cooley’s range within its portfolio for the
first time.
A travel retail exclusive range is being
introduced for Courvoisier, with packaging
that reflects the luxurious heritage of the
house of Courvoisier. Also launched in
Cannes will be Jim Beam Honey, further
demonstrating Beam’s commitment to
growing the portfolio and bourbon category.
In terms of Laphroaig, Maxxium Travel
Retail is showcasing two additional
exclusive expressions to sit alongside
Laphroaig PX Cask, which was launched
exclusively into travel retail in 2012.
Key highlights within the Edrington
portfolio this year are focused on
Highland Park, The Famous Grouse, The
Macallan and Brugal. For The Famous
Grouse, Maxxium Travel Retail is exhibiting an updated bottle for Snow Grouse,
the 100% grain based blended whisky,
designed to be consumed chilled. The
new packaging features a new ice-effect,
designed to strengthen the chill message
for consumers. For Brugal, there is a new
premium dark rum.

Green Village M53
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Healthy
snacks

Paramount Farms is bringing its Wonderful Pistachio brand to TFWA World
Exhibition with a new range developed
exclusively for travel retail. The healthy
pistachio products are grown, processed
and packaged in California.
Two new exclusive pack sizes will be
presented in Cannes: a 300g pack of
best-selling Roasted & Salted pistachios
and a 275g pack of award-winning Salt
& Pepper pistachios, both carrying
recommended retail prices of US$9.50.
Both items will be offered in resealable
premium-look stand up pouches and
carry a global travel retail exclusive logo.
In addition, Paramount will be promoting
its existing 510g gift bag, which for travel
retail will include a hang-tag with multilingual nutrition and ingredients details.

SPI Group will be exhibiting two of the
newest additions to its Stolichnaya
Flavoured Premium vodka portfolio
– Stoli Hot and Stoli Sticki. Based on
Stoli’s original Pepper and Honey & Herb
flavours introduced in 1962, the variants
have been remixed to achieve a perfect
original taste.
Stoli Hot offers the warm, fiery sensation of jalapeño peppers. It is spicy on
the palate with a delicate smoky quality,
ideal for Bloody Marys. By contrast,
Stoli Sticki is inspired by the taste of the
finest honey and incorporates complex
floral notes to complement its subtle
sweetness.
Also on show at TFWA World Exhibition
will be Stoli Salted Karamel, which is
exclusive to travel retail and selected
markets, and offers the perfect combination of sweet and savoury – golden
brown caramel delicately enhanced with
salt. The sweet caramelised sugar and
soft English toffee is balanced with a
light saltiness.
Finally, Stolichnaya RED uses Stolichnaya Premium vodka as the base for this
mid-strength spirit drink. It is described
as a perfect blend of premium Stolichnaya with sweet, tart cranberry.

Blue Village D3

Blue Village G9

Secret
scent
Mäurer & Wirtz is showcasing a new
addition to the Baldessarini range
of fragrances – Baldessarini Secret
Mission. This new men’s fragrance
features a seductive blend of bergamot
and basil combined with fresh cypress.
The masculine heart comprises powerful
cardamom, aromatic geranium leaves
and the scent of lavender. The base
note is described as mystic and elegant,
thanks to cedarwood, warm musk and
Oriental oud wood.
The bottle combines metallised and
translucent glass. Contrasting elements

give the solid, weighty bottle its character – a cool metal look united with
mysterious blue.
The fragrance and body care range
comprises eau de toilettes, after shave,
shower gel and deodorant.

Green Village K50
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